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Electron identification cut	 
  Events 

  Selected global quality = 1 & rejected some runs (86) 
  ~ 19 M events in the central trigger (0-10%) 
  ~ 0.8 M events in the EMCal trigger (0-10%) 

  Z vertex cuts ; ± 10 cm 
  Track cuts  

  # of TPC cluster ;100 
  # of ITS clusters ; 3 
  TPC cluster ratio ; 0.6 
  SPD hits ; kAny 
  nSIgma TPC ; -1 to 3 σTPC-dE/dx 

  E/p cut ; 0.9 to 1.3 
  M20 < 0.3 
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Shower shape analysis (1)	 

  Clear separation between electrons & hadrons	

electrons	

hadrons	
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Shower shape analysis (2)	 

  Shower shapes for pT > 10 GeV/c electron & hadron 
  hadron contribution is dominant at 

  M02 > 0.7, M02 > 0.3 , Disp > 1 	

e (E/p>0.9) 
h (E/p<0.9) 

0-10%  
EMC Trigger  
pT>10GeV/c	
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Electrons in EMC trigger (0-10% centrality)	 

  With Shower shape (M20) cut, the hadron is strongly suppressed 
  Cut on E/p>0.9 provide clean electron sample  
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Electrons in EMC trigger (0-10% centrality)	 

  Same as previous plot. Only show the E/p with M20 cut	
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Raw electron in 0-10% with trigger	 

  Raw electron in the centrality 0-10% with EMCal trigger 
  Uncorrected hadron contamination but it’s small contribution	
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Comparison with trigger & central	 
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  Comparison between central and EMCal trigger results 
  ratio trigger / Central ~ 40 above threshold	



Combines electron spectrum  	 
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  Combined electron spectrum between Central & EMCal trigger 
  EMCal trigger result --- scaled by the ratio in the previous slides 	



Charge dependence (central trigger)	 

  Ratio between positron and electron  
  Separated different Mag. filed and eta)	
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Charge dependence (EMCal trigger 0-10%)	 

  Ratio between positron and electron  
  Separated different Mag. filed and eta)	
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1/pT distribution in the different Mag. 
Fields (Central trigger)	 

  1/pT distribution for electron & positrons 
  Separated different Mag. filed and eta	
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1/pT distribution in the different Mag. 
Fields (EMCal trigger 0-10%)	 

  1/pT distribution for electron & positrons 
  Separated different Mag. filed and eta	
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Hadron Background subtraction	 

  Estimated background shape by measuring hadron E/p nσ < -3.5 
  Based on MC, hadron which pass trigger make the peak 

  The distributions are scaled to match the E/p ~ 0.7 
  Well represent the background shape 
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E/p after subtracting the backgrounds	 

  E/p after subtraction the background is almost a Gaussian  
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Hadron contamination (1)	 

  Hadron contamination in the electron sample 
  # of hadrons --- counted entries of the histogram  

  probably overestimate @ last bin 
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First shot of cocktail 	 

  Just run the code at PDSF 
  Tuning is a default ; pp 7 TeV, not Pb-Pb 

  Need to tune for PbPb ; input ? (centrality, direct gamma, J/psi) 
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Status of the analysis	 

  Observed clear electron signals up to 18 GeV/c 
  Estimated hadron contamination by using hadron E/p 

  magnitude is ~ 10 % 
  will be systematic study 

  First shot of cocktail calculation 
  Need to tune the parameter for PbPb 
  Need inputs from pi0, eta, J/psi and direct gamma 

  MC 
  not have the MC for electron 
  try to look at the D2H MC	
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